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In the past few decades there has been a growing understanding of the role animal behavior research can play
in improving the effectiveness and success of conservation management programs. Animal behavior can help
us understand and predict the impacts of anthropogenic
disturbance on wildlife populations, can be used as a tool
in conservation interventions, and can serve as a powerful indicator of conservation problems [1]. Overall, the
emergent field of conservation behavior (applying animal behavior research to conservation and management)
has already contributed to many successful conservation outcomes—from devising individual-specific diets
to manage sex ratios in the critically endangered Kakapo
[2], to promoting life skills that enhance survival after
reintroduction of species into the wild [3–6]. Nevertheless, there is tremendous room for improvement. For
example, olfactory deterrents can fail because they do not
adequately recognize or manipulate context in the meaning of animal signals [7]. Meanwhile, traps designed in
the laboratory to attract and control invasive species can
prove ineffective under field conditions [8]. In many such
cases, we simply do not understand the underlying causes
of failures, which prevent us from offering sound and
cost-effective guidance on conservation management.
These failures and a common disregard for behavior in
conservation settings have led to the valid criticism that
the field lacks impact. We argue that the relevance of the
field hinges on us being able to openly admit, distinguish,
and understand where and why applying a behavioral
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approach succeeds and fails in improving conservation or
management outcomes.
This special issue represents a collective push towards
creating a sound and reliable evidence base for conservation behavior mechanisms and interventions. Conceived
during a systematic review training workshop [9], we
hope that this collection of protocols and evidence syntheses will illustrate the power of the systematic review
model for reducing bias, and rigorously evaluating evidence for and against the uses of conservation behavior.
We also hope that the special issue will highlight some
areas where animal behavior research can be effectively
used to improve conservation success. In doing so, we
offer a commitment to practitioners that we as scientists
are striving for more transparent methods, communication and awareness of where our recommendations
are actually useful. Additionally, by choosing the Environmental Evidence format which requires publishing
protocols ahead of conducting reviews, we reduce the
likelihood that other scientists will embark on these topics unaware of potentially duplicated efforts, as well as
increase the credibility of the reviews.
This special issue covers topics that span a variety
of conservation behavior applications, aimed at better
understanding mechanisms to designing interventions;
all of which have been flagged as research priorities for
conservation behavior [10]. From exploring interventions
that attract animals via scent lures [11] or acoustic playbacks [12], to mapping interventions that tap into learning to deter animals from human-conflict scenarios [13];
the potential applications highlighted in this issue are
diverse. That being said, the applications and priorities of
conservation behavior are much broader than the topics
we cover. Therefore we see this as merely the beginning
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of a practice that we hope to become commonplace for
animal behavior scientists interested in having greater
conservation relevance for their work.
The special issue contains protocols for both systematic reviews and maps. Some interventions are currently
very targeted (e.g. anti-predator training for translocated
animals [14]), while others still need to document the
broader effects of basic phenomenon (e.g. the impact
of light pollution on behavior [15, 16], or the ways animals change their acoustic communication in response
to noise pollution [17]). The diversity in the breadth of
topics reflects the uneven state of knowledge in the conservation behavior field. Some applications are accepted
and well-known, yet we still lack a deeper understanding
of their effectiveness. Meanwhile, others are much more
diffuse, and cover broader topics that deserve mapping
before specific recommendations can be made.
As part of this multi-scale collaborative effort, each
systematic map or review protocol in this issue is collecting a set of similar meta-data variables in addition to the
variables that directly relate to their research question.
The broader analysis from the shared variables will help
us better understand the prevalence and biases in existing conservation behavior interventions. There may be
geographical, species-level and intervention-type biases
that need to be addressed in arenas of scientific planning. Therefore, when the group of reviews and maps are
ultimately published, we will have a basis for evaluating
evidence in specific areas of conservation behavior, and
a snapshot of the biases present within diverse areas of
the field.
Conservation behavior will not solve all or even most
conservation problems. However, if we can increase the
effectiveness of even a portion of the potential applications of behavior, the expansion of these targeted methods could create dramatic improvements for certain
species, habitats or ecosystems. The recent publishing of
protocols outside of this issue that cover aspects of conservation behavior (e.g. [18]), suggest the momentum
and appetite for this type of evidence is growing. Comparative effectiveness evaluation must follow all of these
initial analyses; once identified, the estimated costs and
logistical challenges of effective strategies and interventions must be compared with other existing methods
[19]. In this way, conservation behavior can be more than
a promise, but a tangible, reliable, cost-effective method
for predicting and advancing conservation outcomes.
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